


V\THAT THE

TAUGHT US
by Andrew Burbidge

"When we were little," The MockTurtle
went on... " we went to school in the
sea. The master was an old Turtle - we
used to call him Tortoise -"

"Why did you call him Tortoise, il he
wasn't one? " Alice asked.

"We called him Tortoise becquse he
taught us," nid tfu MockTurtle angrily:
"really you are aery dull!"

(Alice's Adventures in Wonderland

by Lezois Caftoll)

There is no simple method Ior
conserving all endangered species,
no slrict formula for success. In this
article Andrew Burbidge looks at
the problems and possible long-term
solut ions for  the successfu l
conservation of the world's rarest
tortoise. The lessons learned may
help with the conservation of other
endangered species.
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is slow and varies considerably from
year to year. This depends on seasonal
conditions; for example, the lower the
winter rainfall the shorter the swamp
life and the slower the growth.
Consequently, age to sexual maturity
varies from six-and-a-half to more than
15 years, with a mean ofabout i2 years.
It is not known how longwestern swamp
tortoisescan live, butanimals more than
50 years old are still producing eggs.

Hatchling survival rates are low,
especially in drought years. Unless
hatchlings grow to at least 25 g before
the swamps dry, desiccation during the
following summer causes death. Crowth
to a suitable size requires at least five
months' standing water. Research

suggests that two (or perhaps three)
good rainfall years in a row were necessary
for young to enter the population at
Twin Swamps - one (ortwo)years foregg
production and one year for hatchling
survival. Swamp life is more reliable at
Ellen Brookand egg laying and hatching
seems to happen in most years;
nevertheless very few animals survive.

Foxes, which are abundant in both
Ellen Brook and T\^,in Swamps nature
reserves, are known to predate western
swamp tortoises, Tortoises were more
prone to predation at T\,rrin Swamps,
where aestivation refuges are mostly on
the ground's surface. At Ellen Brook,
where aestivation refuges are
underground, the species is better

protected, but the very small population
size means that even occasional predatron
can have a significant effect.

Since the mid-1960s, Perth has had
many years with significantly reduced
winter rainfall, resulting in shortswamp
life at Twin Swamps Nature Reserve.
This, combined with high levels of fox
predation, is thought to have led to the
extinction of the tortoise population at
Twin Swamps.

RECOVERY PLAN
A recovery plan for the nextten years

has been developed by the Department
of Conservation and Land Management
(CALM) and was launched by the President
of World Wide Fund for Nature, Prince
Philip, in November 1990. Its aim is to
ensure that the western swamp tortoise
persists by creating at least two viable
populations in the wild. A 'recovery team',
with members from CALM, Perth Zoo,
the Universig of Westem Australia, Curtin
University of Technology and the
Australian National Parks and Wldlife
Service, has been set up to implement
the plan.

Available knowledge of the tortoises'
biolo6y and ecolopy suggests that if certain
critical factors can be ameliorated or
manipulated by wildlife managers,
recovery should be enhanced.

These critical factors are: the
inadequate area of habitat in protected
areas; the poor quality habitat in existing
protected areas, especially relating to a
short period of swamp life; predation by
the European red fox; low fecundity (the
capacity to produce young) and high
juvenile mortality, leading to low
recruitment; very low total numbers,
thus increasing the chance ofextinction;
and only one wild population.

The following strategies have been
developed to deal with these factors.

Additional suitable habitat Purcha;e
by CALM of suitable land adjacent to
Ellen Brook Nature Reserve is unoer
way, and plans are being developed to
rehabilitate the areas purchased and
deepen some swamps on the existing
reserve. Identification of other areas of
habitat suitable for purchase will continue:

I A young tortoise at Ellen Brook Nature
I Reserve.
I Photo - cerald Kuchling
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This project has been successful. In
1988, 12 eggs were obtained from three
females and 11 ofthese hatched between
FebruaryandApril 1989. Because of past
difficulties in raising hatchlings,
husbandry difficulties were expected and
did arise; in particular the hatchlings
developedan infection ofthe skin, which
extended to the eyes and toes. The infection
proved hard to combat. Five of these
hatchlings are still alive and now
responding well to treatment. Nursery
facilities and food have been continually
improved and growth rates are now
approximating those in the wild.

In 1989, 13 fertile eggswere obtained
from five females; two eggs had thrn
shells and cracked when being laid, the
remaining 11 were incubated, and all
hatched during April 1990. The health
difficulties that arose with the 1989
hatchlings have not recurred,
Expefiments to determine the most
effective method of raising hatchlings
will be continued by Perth Zoo and tne
University of Western Australia.

In late 1990, 20 eggs were obtained.
Eighteen ofthese began developing, but
two embryos died early in incubation. In
April 1991, 16 eggs hatched, including
the first two from a tortoise bred rn
captivity in Perth Zoo in the 1960s. Captive
breeding will continue, with Perth Zoo
taking full responsibility for the project
this year.

Re-introduction to the wild: The
Recovery Plan lays down procedures for
the re-introduction of western swamp
tortoises to TWin Swamps Natur€ Reserue,
thus creating two populations in the
wild. The reserve appears to have offered
good habitat during periods of average
to above average rainfall (e.g., the mid-
1960s) when the tortoises reproduced
successfully and grew much faster than
those at Ellen Brook. However, the
population did not fare well during periods
of drought; this was possibly due in part
to nearby drought refuges outside the
nature reserve having been destroyed.
Predation by foxes is thought to have
been asignificant factor in the decline of
the Twin Swamps population. Both these
factors will need to be addressed, the
first by swamp management (probably
by pumping groundwater into the
$vamps), and the second by more effective
fox control, possibly including the
construction of a fox-proof fence.

The timing of translocations and the
number of tortoises released will be
dependent on the continued success of
capt ive breeding and on the
implementation of remedial measures
at the reserve. Dr Kuchlingwill continue
to work part-time with CALM on the re-
introduction project and will also be
available to help Perth Zoo with captive
breeding.

WHAT FIAS THE TORTOISE
TAUGHT US?

The near-extinction of the western
swamp tortoise was due to two
depressingly familiar causes: habitat
destruction and introduced predators.

I Westem swamp tortoises eat live food
I such as these small crustaceans.
I Photo - Babs & Bert Wells v

I Perth Zoo has built specially-designed
I pens to raise torloises bred in captivity.
I Photo - Gerald Kuchling r t

I Some of the 13 western swamp
I tortoises captured in one afternoon at
I Ellen Brook Nature Reserve - th€ most
ever caught there at on€ time.
Photo - Gerald KuchlinE a
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The lessons for the future are that
conservation action must not be delayed
until species are approaching extinction.
The later action is taken, the more difficult
and expensive it will be.

As is the case for most critically
threatened species, only a concerted and
continuing effort can result in the recovery
of the w€stern swamp tortoise, Because
ofits extreme rarity, the slowproduction
ofits young and its long generation time,
its recovery will be slow. For the project
to have any chance of success, a long-
term commitment is required bY
conservation and funding agencies, and
careful monitoring of progress will be
necessary, E

I To protect the last wild group of
I western swamp tortoises CALM has
I built this fox-proof fence around their
habitat.
Photo - stephen Kelly >

I The oblong toytoise, known locally as
I the long-necked tortoise. is commor
I in freshwater wetlands in the south-
west of Westem Australia.
Photo - Mari€ Lochman v >

I The \aresteyn swamp tortoise bends its

I neck sideways to gain some head
I Drotection from its shell.
Photo -Cerald Kuchling vv>

Andrcw Burbidge is Director of Research
at CALM's Wldlife Research Centrc at
woodvale. He can be contacted on
(09) 40s 5100.

gives the impression that the head is being

withdrawn withoutthe neck being bentatal l

Most living sp€cies belong to this 9roup.
ln English-speaking parts oI the northern

hemisphere the land-dwelling, herbivorous

species are usually cal led'tortoises'.  In

England, f reshwater-dwelling species also are

usually called 'tortoises' (sometimes 'marsh

tortoises'), but they are called 'terrapins' or
'turtles' in north America.

In Austral ia, and elsewhere in the English-

speaking world, 'turtle' is always used for

marine species, which have flippers rather

than toed or clawed feet, while'tortoise'has

usually been used torthe freshwater specaes.

All our'tortoises' belong to the Pleurodiran

family Chelidae, which is restricted to

Australia, New Cuinea and some adjacent

islands, and South America. One additional

lreshwater species, the unusual pig-nosed

turtle of Arnhem Land (also New Cuinea),

belongs to the Cryptodira.

So Austra lian 'tortoises' are only dista ntly

related to any of the northern hemisphere

families. They are as different from northern

hemisphere freshwater turtles as marsupials

a re  f r om eu the r i an  (non -pou€hed )

mammals. Perhaps we should develop our

own Australian name for them.

After its rediscovery, the western swamp

tortoise was generally known to Western

#
Australians as the short-necked tortoise to

distinguish it from the ot long tortoise

Chelodina oblongo, a long-necked species,

which is the only other tortoise in the South

West. The name used today was proposed

many years ago for Australia-wide usage,

since there are many other'short-necked'

tortoises in three other genera that occur in

northern and eastern Australia.

Come crown my brow with leaves of myrtle
I know the tortoise is a turtle
Come carve my name in stone immortal
I know the turtoise is a tortle
("Carnival of the Animals" by Ogder Nash)

The common names oI many Australian

animals have been derived from similar-

looking species lrom England, even though

they may not be closely related tothem. Thus

Australian magpies and northern hemisphere

magpies are unrelated - their black-and-

white colouring is all they share. Australian

robins are not closely related to English

robins; they got their name because some

species have red breasts. Even when

confronted by animals total ly unl ike

European ones the early settlers still gave

them famil iar, English-sounding names, such

as 'native cat ' for the chuditch and 'banded

anteater ' for the numbat. Similar probl€ms

existwith the common names of many other

Austral ian animals and Plants.
Tortoises and turtles belong tothe reptile

order Testudines, which has two living sub-

orders, the Pleurodira and the Cryptodira.

The Pleurodira (side-necked lamilies) are

unable to withdraw their necks into the shell

but are able to gain some protection for the

head by bending the neckside-ways between

the upper and lower parts of the shell. There

are only two l iving famil ieswithin this group.

With the exception of marine turtles, the

cryptodira (hidden-necked families) a.e able

to withdraw their heads into the shell by

bending the neck in an's'bend. But because

this bending takes place within the shell it
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Mulga and lire - at best an uneasg
relationship - sometimes s|mbiotic,
sometimes disastrous. Find out uhen
and where on poge 20.

The Kimberleg's rugged grandeur is
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Cloud-capped Blulf Knoll, majestically
brooding sentinel of the Stirling
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missing mommal mgsterv? See story
on page 9.

A westem swamp tortoise
(Pseudemydura umbrina| Could this
be one of the last to be photographed?
Not if CALM', ten-lear recouery plon
succeeds. See page 28 for details.
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flt kkelbeds. See page 51.

Cmtral netted dragon (Ctenophorus
inermis), one of the more than 60
species of dragon lizard that inhabit
the arid and semi-arid parts of
Austrolia. The acute eAesight and
swiftness of dragon lizards are essential
in order to auoid predators and to
capture food. See page 51.
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